
Distribution: Sipiliwini river valley, in Surinam   

Habitat: The savanhah valley of Sipiliwini is filled 

with pockets of remnant forest that lies along the 

edges of the Sipiliwini river, here amongst the  

boulders,  the frogs make there homes. 

Size: Large for Dendrobatid frogs 45mm - 50mm svl 

Blue poison frog 
Dendrobates tinctorius “Azureus” 

Sipiliwini valley 

Surinam 
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Distribution: Sipiliwini river valley, in Surinam   

Habitat: The savanhah valley of Sipiliwini is filled 

with pockets of remnant forest that lies along the 

edges of the Sipiliwini river, here amongst the  

boulders,  the frogs make there homes. 

Size: Large for Dendrobatid frogs 45mm - 50mm svl 

Sipiliwini dyeing poison frog 
Dendrobates tinctorius “Green Sipiliwini” 

Sipiliwini valley 

Surinam 
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Distribution: Sipiliwini river valley, in Surinam   

Habitat: The savanhah valley of Sipiliwini is filled 

with pockets of remnant forest that lies along the 

edges of the Sipiliwini river, here amongst the  

boulders,  the frogs make there homes. 

Size: Large for Dendrobatid frogs 45mm - 50mm svl 

Sipiliwini dyeing poison frog 
Dendrobates tinctorius “Blue Sipiliwini” 

Sipiliwini valley 

Surinam 
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Distribution: Originting in Surinam the exact   

location is unconfirmed.   

Habitat: Open areas of secondary and some     

primary forests, where they can be found in the sun 

patches created by fallen trees. 

Size: Large for Dendrobatid frogs 45mm - 50mm svl 

Alanis dyeing poison frog 
Dendrobates tinctorius “Alanis” 

 Surinam 
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Distribution: Originting in Surinam this variant is 

quite variable over its range. 

Habitat: Open areas of secondary and some     

primary forests, where they can be found in the sun 

patches created by fallen trees. 

Size: Large for Dendrobatid frogs 45mm - 50mm svl 

Surinam dyeing poison frog 
Dendrobates tinctorius “Cobalt” 

 Surinam 
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Distribution: Originting in Surinam this variant is 

quite variable over its range. 

Habitat: Open areas of secondary and some     

primary forests, where they can be found in the sun 

patches created by fallen trees. 

Size: Large for Dendrobatid frogs 45mm - 50mm svl 

Surinam dyeing poison frog 
Dendrobates tinctorius “Robertus” 

 Surinam 
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Distribution: French Guiana, in the lowland 

foothills of Matécho mountain. 

Habitat: Often found in the vicinity of the 

many streams descending from the mountains, 

hiding amongst the rocks and the large fallen 

leaves they are usually encountered on the 

ground but have been known to climb up to 

5m. 

Size: A large dendrobatid frog, 50-57mm 

Pic Matécho dyeing poison frog 
Dendrobates tinctorius “Matecho” 

Central          

French Guiana 
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Distribution: French Guiana, in the lowland 

foothills close to Saul. 

Habitat: Often found in the vicinity of the 

many streams descending from the mountains, 

hiding amongst the rocks and the large fallen 

leaves they are usually encountered on the 

ground but have been known to climb up to 

5m. 

Size: A large dendrobatid frog, 50-57mm 

La Fumeé dyeing poison frog 
Dendrobates tinctorius “La Fumeé” 

Central          

French Guiana 
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Distribution: Wideley distributed over French Guiana. 

Habitat: Open areas of secondary and some primary 

forests, where they can often be found in the sun patches 

created by fallen trees. 

Size: Large for Dendrobatid frogs 45mm - 50mm svl 

French Guiana dyeing poison frog 
Dendrobates tinctorius “Nominat” 

French Guiana 
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Distribution: Found within the Amapá Biodiversity   

corridor, the exact location is still unconfirmed. 

Habitat: Open areas of secondary and some primary 

forests, where they can often be found in the sun    

patches created by fallen trees. 

Size: Large for Dendrobatid frogs 45mm -  50mm svl 

Tumucumaque dyeing poison frog Tumucamaque 

mountain, Brazil Dendrobates tinctorius “Tumucamaque” 
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Distribution: Original location in Surinam has seen huge 

population declines however a second population in a nearby 

valley appears healthy. 

Habitat: Open areas of secondary and some primary forests, 

where they can often be found in the sun patches created by 

fallen trees. 

Size: This morph is one of the largest of all poison frogs vying 

with Phyllobates terribilis and Ameerega trivittata as the    

biggest of the family reaching 55mm-58mm 

Citronella dyeing poison frog 
Surinam 

Dendrobates tinctorius “Citronella” 
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Distribution: Either side of the Brazilian Surinam 

border, although exact location is unknown. 

Habitat: Areas of secondary and some primary     

forests, where they can often be found in the sun 

patches created by fallen trees. 

Size: Large for Dendrobatid frogs 45mm -            

50mm svl 

Patricia dyeing poison frog 
Surinam and 

Brazil 

Dendrobates tinctorius “Patricia” 
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Distribution: Found only in Brazil, believed to be 

found near the tributaries of the Rio Paru Deste. 

Habitat: Areas of secondary and some primary     

forests, where they can often be found in the sun 

patches created by fallen trees. 

Size: Large for Dendrobatid frogs 45mm -            

50mm svl 

Brazilian dyeing poison frog 
Northern Brazil Dendrobates tinctorius “Brazilian yellow head” 
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Distribution: Found only in Brazil, collection 

data references an area close to Oximiná. 

Habitat: Areas of secondary and some primary     

forests, where they can often be found in the sun 

patches created by fallen trees. 

Size: Large for Dendrobatid frogs 45mm -            

50mm svl 

Villa Nova dyeing poison frog 
Oriximina Brazil Dendrobates tinctorius “Villa Nova” 
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Distribution: Found only in Brazil, close to the 

town of Lourenço in Calçoene district. 

Habitat: Areas of secondary and some primary     

forests, where they can often be found in the sun 

patches created by fallen trees. 

Size: Large for Dendrobatid frogs 45mm -            

50mm svl 

Lorenzo dyeing poison frog 
Northern Brazil Dendrobates tinctorius “Lorenzo” 
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Distribution: Found in Surinam at the borders 

with Brazil and French Guiana. 

Habitat: Areas of secondary and some primary     

forests, where they can often be found in the sun 

patches created by fallen trees. 

Size: Large for Dendrobatid frogs 45mm -            

50mm svl 

Nikita’s dyeing poison frog Surinam? 

Dendrobates tinctorius “Nikita” 
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Distribution: Found in Surinam at the borders 

with Brazil and French Guiana. 

Habitat: Areas of secondary and some primary     

forests, where they can often be found in the sun 

patches created by fallen trees. 

Size: Large for Dendrobatid frogs 45mm -            

50mm svl 

Yellow back dyeing poison frog Surinam? 

Dendrobates tinctorius “Monts Atachi Bakka” 
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